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We generally think of bubbles as benign and harmless and yet they can mani-

fest the most remarkable range of physical effects. Some of those effects are the

stuff of our everyday experience as in the tinkling of a brook or the sounds of

breaking waves at the beach. But even these mundane effects are examples of

the ability of bubbles to gather, focus and radiate energy (acoustic energy in the

above examples). In other contexts that focusing of energy can lead to serious

technological problems as when cavitation bubbles eat great holes through

ships’ propeller blades or cause a threat to the integrity of the spillways at

the Hoover Dam. In liquid-propelled rocket engines, bubbles pose a danger

to the stability of the propulsion system, and in artificial heart valves, they

can cause serious damage to the red blood cells. In perhaps the most extra-

ordinary example of energy focusing, collapsing cavitation bubbles can emit

not only sound, but also light with black body radiation temperatures equal

to that of the sun (Brennen 1995 Cavitation and bubble dynamics. Oxford Univer-

sity Press. Reprinted by Cambridge University Press). But, harnessed

carefully, this almost unique ability to focus energy can also be put to remark-

ably constructive use. Cavitation bubbles are now used in a remarkable range

of surgical and medical procedures, for example to emulsify tissue (most com-

monly in cataract surgery or in lithotripsy procedures for the reduction of

kidney and gall stones) or to manipulate the DNA in individual cells. By creat-

ing cavitation bubbles non-invasively thereby depositing and focusing energy

non-intrusively, one can generate minute incisions or target cancer cells. This

paper will begin by briefly reviewing the history of cavitation phenomena and

will end with a vision of the new horizons for the amazing cavitation bubble.

1. Introduction
The phenomenon of cavitation was first recognized in 1885 during the sea trials of

H. M. S Daring when, due to the previously unmatched propeller speeds, it was

noted that ‘. . . cavities were being formed in the water . . . and these were the

source of a great waste of power and the cause of other difficulties’. Shortly there-

after, it was found that these cavities were the cause of considerable pitting and

erosion of the propeller blades. However, it was not until 1917, that Lord Rayleigh

[1] provided a partial explanation by showing that great pressures could be gen-

erated during the collapse of spherical vapour bubbles. Subsequently, in the late

1930s, Robert Knapp was able to capture the behaviour of individual cavitation

bubbles in now-classic movies. Those movies illustrated the high degree of non-

linearity exhibited by cavitation bubbles as they experience a low-pressure

episode: as depicted schematically in figure 1 [2], while the bubble is experiencing

low pressure in the surrounding liquid, the growth is relatively gentle. However,

the collapse when the liquid pressure increases is catastrophic and violent. This

nonlinear behaviour is captured in the Rayleigh–Plesset equation for spherical

bubble dynamics (for which figure 1 is a typical solution); in such solutions,

the bubble collapses to a size much smaller than its original dimension, thus

compressing whatever non-condensable gas might be present in the bubble to

very high pressures and temperatures. This produces some amazing side-effects

such as the emission of light (sonoluminescence).
Thus, energy is stored in the bubble/liquid system during the growth phase

and is released and focused during the collapse phase. It is this focusing of

energy in both space and time that produces some of the remarkable effects of

cavitation and allows it to be used for multiple purposes. When the bubble col-

lapses from a maximum volume much larger than that of the original nucleus,
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the compression of the non-condensable gas during the final

stage of collapse can lead to very high values of the second

derivative of the bubble volume (as depicted in figure 2).

Because the radiated acoustic pressure, pa, is proportional to

this second derivative,

pa ¼
r

4pR
d2V
dt2

, ð1:1Þ

(where r and R are respectively the liquid density and the dis-

tance of the pressure measurement point from the bubble

centre), the collapse can radiate a very large positive pressure

spike. A measure of the magnitude of this is the acoustic

impulse, I, defined as the area under the measured spike or

I ¼
ðt2

t1

padt, ð1:2Þ

where t1 and t2 are the times at the start and end of the large

pulse. Much of the damage caused by cavitation can be

attributed to the succession of these pulses. However, as

demonstrated in figure 3 [3], the acoustic impulse magnitudes

predicted by the Rayleigh–Plesset equation are about an order

of magnitude larger than those measured experimentally,

because spherical collapse is the most efficient impulse

maker and deviations in the shape of actual collapsing bubbles

result in less violent collapses with lower impulses. The exper-

imental data included in figure 3 also show a greater potential

for deviation from spherical shape for the larger bubbles in

each of the series of individual experiments.

Deviations from spherical shape and much more of the

remarkable behaviour of collapsing cavitation bubbles were

first witnessed in the 1940s by Knapp and Albert Ellis

owing to their technical achievements in developing the

first very high speed cameras with microsecond exposures

and framing rates approaching a million per second. These

revealed the detailed dynamics of individual millimetre-

sized cavitation bubbles and showed that, upon collapse

near a wall, the bubbles exhibited a very high speed ‘re-

entrant jet’ directed at the wall as illustrated in figure 4 [4].

Further analyses showed that these ‘re-entrant jets’ could con-

tribute to cavitation damage though later experiments and

analyses showed that other potential contributors were the

shockwaves generated by the collapse of the remnant cloud

[5] after the passage of the re-entrant jet (figure 5) or the

shockwaves generated by the collapse of larger clouds

of bubbles. We now address the latter issue, namely the

important collective effect of a cloud of bubbles.

2. Cloud cavitation
As a concluding comment in this introduction to the mech-

anics of cavitation, we note that many of the applications

described later involve the dynamics of clouds of cavitation

bubbles and that there is a continuing need to proceed

beyond single cavitation bubbles to understand the dynamics

of such clouds. The interactions between the bubbles in these

clouds generate new phenomena that may be the key to
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Figure 1. A typical cavitation bubble behaviour as calculated from the
Rayleigh – Plesset equation. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 2. The bubble behaviour in the final stage of collapse. (Online version
in colour.)
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Figure 3. The acoustic impulse (dimensionless) plotted against the maximum
bubble volume (dimensionless) prior to collapse: Rayleigh – Plesset calcu-
lations for a spherical bubble and measurements from a series of
experiments on cavitation in flows. Adapted from Kuhn de Chizelle Q6et al. [3].
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Figure 4. Photograph taken by Albert Ellis shows the formation of a re-
entrant jet during collapse of a cavitation bubble near a wall. The upward
inclination is the additional effect of gravity. Adapted from Benjamin &
Ellis [4], Q6reproduced with permission.
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understanding the effectiveness of the cavitation tool. For

example, Wang & Brennen [6,7] examined the geometrically

simple case of the growth and collapse of a spherical cloud

of bubbles (such as depicted in figure 6) surrounded by

pure liquid. It transpires that the response of this cloud to

an episode of reduced pressure in the surrounding liquid is

quite different depending on the magnitude of the parameter

b ¼ aA2/R2 where a is the initial volume fraction of bubbles

in the cloud and A and R are the typical linear dimensions of

the cloud and the individual bubbles. When b is much

greater than unity, the typical cloud response to an episode

of reduced pressure is that the bubbles on the surface collapse

first, and a collapse front propagates inward from the cloud

surface developing into a substantial shockwave.

Figure 7 is a snapshot in time of the form of the collapse

front and the large pressure pulse or shockwave that is associ-

ated with it. Owing to geometric focusing this shockwave

strengthens as the shock proceeds inwards and creates a

very large pressure pulse when it reaches the centre of the

cloud (when b is less than unity, the response of the cloud

is quite different and the collapse is much more benign).

This shockwave can be much larger than any produced by

a single bubble and can account for the much greater

damage potential of clouds of cavitation bubbles as been

demonstrated by [8,9]. Cavitation cloud collapse shockwaves

have also been observed experimentally in clouds that are

far from spherical; figure 8 is an example observed in the

cavitation on the surface of a hydrofoil [10].

It should also be noted that these analytical and exper-

imental observations demonstrate a clear need for enhanced

computational tools that would be capable of predicting

these effects in more complicated geometries and systems,

so that the kinds of complex strategies such that explored

by Matsumoto et al. [11] could be examined analytically.

Hence, there is a need for CFD Q1methodologies capable of pre-

dicting these complex bubbly flows. Tanguay & Colonius [12]

have addressed this need and their work is exemplified by

figure 9 which shows a comparison between the photographs

of the bubbly clouds caused in the focal region by a double

shockwave lithotripter pulse (photographs from [13]) and

the calculations of the void fraction distribution from the

computations [12]. These computational tools are also

approaching the point where they can be used to generate

useful information on parametric trends. For example,

Paterson et al. [14] present data showing the initially surpris-

ing result that the fragmentation owing to shockwave

lithotripsy decreases as the number of shockwaves per

minute is increased. Calculations by Tanguay & Colonius

[12] show that the same trend emerges from their calculations

as a result of rectified diffusion.

Before leaving this brief review, we note that the obser-

vations of the preceding sections set off a host of research

efforts to understand cavitation and its consequences in terms

of noise, damage and the disruption of flow. We will now

Figure 5. The remnant bubble cloud after the passage of the re-entrant jet.
From [5],Q6 reproduced with permission.
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Figure 6. Schematic of a spherical cloud of cavitation bubbles [6,7].
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Figure 7. A snapshot in time of the radial distribution of bubble size and
pressure at a moment when the collapse shock is roughly half way into
the cloud [6,7]. (Online version in colour.)

Figure 8. A cavitation cloud collapse shock (the dark vertical region) on the
surface of a cavitating hydrofoil (adapted from [10]). (Online version in colour.)
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describe some of the medical applications in which cavitation is

a problem and some of the medical procedures that make use of

the remarkable properties of the amazing cavitation bubble. In

§3, we begin with a brief review of those medical contexts in

which cavitation causes problems. Later, we address contexts,

some quite remarkable, in which cavitation is being used bene-

ficially in new and prospective therapies. In both the beneficial

and detrimental categories, there are two contexts in which

cavitation occurs, both involving periods of low pressure in

which the bubbles grow. The first involves regions of low

pressure in a flow through which the bubble is convected.

The second involves the passage of pressure waves through a

liquid containing microbubbles.

3. Cavitation damage
3.1. Artificial heart valve cavitation
One subject area that has received considerable publicity, and

therefore some careful attention (see [15–22]) is the issue of

artificial heart valve cavitation, a problem whose seriousness

did not become apparent until a large number of these valves

had been installed. Although cavitation damage to the valve

itself is an issue, the rupture of red bloods cells (haemolysis) by

the cavitation is the primary concern. Although there are a

number of different designs of prosthetic heart valves, we

choose to illustrate the phenomenon using the bi-leaflet type

shown in figure 10. The flows associated with this valve prior

to and during closure are sketched in figure 11. The two leaflets

hinge at roughly the end-on locations shown in figure 11.

When first subjected to backflow (stage B, figure 23) these leaf-

lets move in such a way that, just prior to closure (stage C,

figure 11), there are narrow passages both along the central

diameter and at the circular tips of the leaflets. For a time inter-

val just before and after closure, the deceleration of the flow

downstream of the valve generates low pressures within the

jets and vortices emanating from these temporary narrow

passages, thus causing cavitation [22].

The extensive and careful research of the Penn State group

[15–20] has done much to elucidate our understanding of

this problem. Their observations have shown that both

bubble and/or vortex cavitation may occur and that blood

is similar to the transparent saline surrogates in so far as

its cavitation susceptibility is concerned [17,18]. Clearly,

future improvements in these prostheses will depend on

improvements in our understanding of the features that pro-

mote or inhibit cavitation as well as an understanding of why

they are currently inferior to natural valves. Zapanta et al.
[19,20] provide some useful insights in this regard. They

found that both the valve geometry and material have signifi-

cant effects on the cavitation though the leakage clearance

did not. It appears that softer materials provide compliance

that reduces the magnitude of the low pressures and reduces

the cavitation. This may be the reason that natural valves are

superior. Clearly, there is a need for better understanding of

cavitation in the presence of flexible surfaces.

Prosthetic heart valve cavitation is illustrated herein by the

photographs of Rambod et al. [21] one of which is reproduced

integrated
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Figure 9. Comparisons between the experimental bubble clouds (upper half of figures, photographs by Sokolov et al. [13], reproduced with permission) and calculated
void fraction distributions from Tanguay & Colonius [12], reproduced with permission. Single pulse on left, double pulse on the right. Q6(Online version in colour.)

Figure 10. Bi-leaflet artificial heart valve in the open position viewed from
downstream (adapted from [21], reproduced with permission).

forward flow(a) (b)

(c) (d)

end diastolic

closure begins valve closed

Figure 11. Schematic of the flows associated with the closing of a bileaflet
prosthetic heart valve (adapted Q6from [22]).
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in figure 12 where the cavitation both along the central diam-

eter and at the tips can be clearly seen. It may be that the

fluid used by Rambod et al. [21] contained more cavitation

nuclei than some other experiments and hence the prevalence

of clouds of cavitation bubbles. The photographs of Stinebring

et al. [18] show smaller clouds as well as individual bubbles.

Thus, it appears that this transient form of cavitation and its

consequences may depend not only on the design of the

valve and the flow conditions, but also on the number of cavi-

tation nuclei present in the fluid and the statistical coincidence

of a nucleus with the transient low-pressure region.

3.2. Artificial hearts
The present artificial hearts or ventricular assist devices

(VADs) have a wide range of fluid flow designs which will

only be touched upon here by example. Some, such as the

MicroMed deBakey VAD (figure 13), are essentially axial

flow pumps; others such as the WorldHeart HeartQuest are

centrifugal pumps; still others are more complex pulsatile

devices such the Cleveland Clinic Foster–Miller Magscrew

or the Abiocor artificial hearts. Because the typical design

specific speed (the principal pump design parameter used

in all engineering contexts) is of the order of 0.5 (non-dimen-

sional units [23] and based on the typical rotational speed of

thousands of revolutions per minute) for this pumping

device, the pump designer might ask why all the designs

are not of the centrifugal type. The answer is that an artificial

heart has a complicated and wide ranging set of design con-

straints including size, shape, material compatibility,

reliability, minimal shear rates, etc. Different emphases on

this wide variety of constraints have led to the wide range

of geometries.

A review of all these devices is beyond the scope of this

review, but some common basic issues are worth mentioning.

One key concern is extent to which the device causes haemolysis
or the rupture of red blood cells. High shear rates in the flow

through the pumps (caused by the high rotation rates of the

order of thousands of rotations per minute) and cavitation

can both lead to unacceptable haemolysis. As in the case of

the heart valves, more flexible structures might help, but

most of the current devices use conventional rigid components.

Some of the more complex designs generate pulsatile flow but,

as with the heart valves, this is likely to increase the cavitation

potential. As a result of these complexities, much development

remains to be done before artificial heart designs converge

towards an optimal form.

3.3. Head injuries and wounds
Other subject areas in which the dynamics of cavitation are

believed to be important are in head injuries and in wounds

caused by high velocity bullets. These are lumped together

only because they involve massive trauma and not because

the pertinent mechanics are similar. With the recent increase

in the concern for head injuries in sport, it seems time for cavi-

tation experts to revisit the pioneering work of Werner

Goldsmith [24–26] on head injuries. In so far as the dynamics

are concerned, the skull is effectively a liquid-filled container

and one that contains delicate structures. When subject to an

external impact, head injuries are often compounded by cavita-

tion of the cerebral fluid. Typically, the lowest pressures occur

at the contrecoup position on the side opposite the impact [27]

and the subsequent collapse of those cavities can cause signifi-

cant secondary damage. Most of the late Werner Goldsmith’s

research records were lost in a Berkeley fire and it is to be

hoped that a few of the billions of dollars garnered by

the National Football League might be diverted to further

fundamental study of this important area.

4. Emulsification and fragmentation
by cavitation

4.1. Ultrasound for imaging
Ultrasound which was first used by Paul Langevin in 1917 to

detect submarines is now deployed in a vast array of medical

diagnostic and therapeutic tools. The breadth and sophisti-

cation of this expansion has been so great that we can only

give a brief overview and a few examples here. Ultrasound

with a frequency in the neighbourhood of 20 kHz is particu-

larly effective in causing cavitation because the microbubbles

that have a size of the order of 10 mm and are ubiquitous

and numerous in most liquids also happen to have a resonant

frequency in that kHz range [2].

Ultrasound is, of course, most widely used for medical ima-

ging at low acoustic pressures of the order of 1 MPa and, in this

range, the recent development and exploitation of ultrasound

contrast agents has opened up great opportunities for new

diagnostics and therapies [28,29]. Of great interest are the

microbubble contrast agents, usually gas-filled microbubbles

about 3 mm in diameter that are injected intravenously and,

when excited with ultrasound at or near their resonant fre-

quency, cause them to be several thousand times more

reflective than normal body tissue. Not only does this open

up improved imaging opportunities, but it also raises the possi-

bility of exploiting other nonlinear ultrasound phenomenon

Figure 12. Photograph of cavitation downstream of a closing artificial heart
valve (adaptedQ6 from [21], reproduced with permission).
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Figure 13. The MicroMed deBakey VAD. (Online versionQ6 in colour.)
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such as the production of harmonics, rectified diffusion, micro-

streamimg and Bjerknes’ forces [2].

4.2. High intensity focused ultrasound
However, we will focus here, not on the low level ultrasound

for imaging, but on the medical use of larger amplitude ultra-

sound (known as HIFU for high intensity focused ultrasound)

with acoustic pressures of the order of 10–100 MPa. At

these amplitudes, the tiny cavitation nuclei present in all

liquids and tissues (or perhaps placed there as ultrasound

contrast agents) become activated and cavitate. Such bubble

dynamics are differentiated from those at lower intensities

because they exhibit a period of uncontrolled bubble

growth often referred to as transient or inertial cavitation [2].

In some applications, it is the cavitation bubbles thus gener-

ated (rather than the ultrasound itself ) that produce the

clinical effect. In fact, this is one of the most common inter-

ventionist uses of cavitation in medicine and is usually but

not exclusively employed to denature or emulsify tissue.

Two different tissue destruction techniques using ultrasound

are in widespread use. In the earliest applications, an ultrasoni-

cally vibrating probe is placed in close proximity to the tissue or

solid material. The cavitation induced at the tip of this probe cre-

ates the desired destructive or cleaning effect when it is placed

close to the tissue or solid material. One of the earliest uses of

such an ultrasonic probe was in dentistry, where ultrasonic

probes are now commonly used to clean teeth by dislodging

plaque [30]. Another common use of an ultrasonic probe is in

phacoemulsification, the procedure commonly used to emulsify

and remove the natural optical lens during cataract surgery.

A perfusion and vacuum system is built into the probe in

order to remove the emulsified tissue. The invention of the

phacoemulsification probe by Charles Kelman in 1967 was, in

fact, motivated by the dental plaque-removing tool (http://

www.dentsply.co.uk/products/products/cavitronselect.htm).

The advantage of the phacoemulsification tool is that it can be

inserted through a very small incision in the side of the eye

and the old lens removed with minimal invasion (figure 14).

The new artificial lens is then inserted in folded form through

the same incision and unfolded in place. More than a million

such procedures take place each year. However, the WHO

estimates that 17 million more people in the world presently

suffer from cataracts. While problems with the procedure are

rare, the main concerns are collateral damage to surrounding

tissue and the possibility of damage to the material of the tool

itself which might result in metal debris being left behind in

the eye [31].

Figure 15 is a frame from a high-speed video of a phacoe-

mulsification probe in use. It shows the cavitation on the

0.9 mm diameter end face of the probe (or needle) as it

approaches a cadaver lens [32]. Variations in the design of

the probe have been deployed in attempts to increase its

effectiveness and to minimize collateral damage by confining

the cavitation to a well-controlled volume on the face of the

device. One particular variation is particularly interesting

from a fluid mechanical perspective. Anis (2003 personal

communication) [33] has developed a probe that not only

vibrates at ultrasonic frequency (40 kHz in this case), but

also rotates (figure 15 is a view of this probe in action).

Control over the extent of cavitation is important in minimiz-

ing collateral damage. In the absence of such control,

cavitation can occur in unexpected and unwanted locations

such as on the sleeve around the outside of the tool.

The typical noise generated by a cavitation event on the

face of a phacoemulsifier is shown in figure 16 [33]. The

pulses shown superimposed on the first high-pressure cycle

of the ultrasound are very similar to the cavitation event

noise measured in other hydrodynamic experiments; for

example, figure 17 shows the prototypical signal produced

by the collapse of a single cavitation bubble [1,34] and

includes the large positive spike produced by the first col-

lapse as well as a second spike produced by the second

collapse following the first rebound.

phaco tip
Cataract

Figure 14. Schematic of the eye and of the phacoemulsification procedure.
(Online version in colour.) Figure 15. Outline of cavitation bubble cloud (the black images below the

black rectangle) on the face of a phacoemulsifier (adapted from Anis A.Y.
2003 personal communication), reproduced with permission).
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Figure 16. Typical phacoemulsification pressure signal showing a cavitation
event during the first high-pressure cycle (adapted from [33], reproduced
with permission).
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Figure 17. Typical acoustic signal produced by the collapse of a single
cavitation bubble [1,34].
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4.3. Focused ultrasound
The other major method of delivering HIFU to a predeter-

mined site in the body is by focusing the waves at the

desired location in the manner similar to that sketched in

figure 18. Focused ultrasound is now used (or proposed to be

used) in a broad range of clinical therapies. Often, the patient

is submerged in a water bath, so that the surroundings closely

match the acoustic impedance of the body and thus improve

the focusing of the waves (reducing the focal volume). Here

again, there are several broad strategies:

Modest amplitudes in the focal region are commonly used to

cause produce heating while avoiding cavitation. For example,

this is used for haemostasis, to stop bleeding in internal organs

[35] such as the liver [36] or spleen [37]. It can also be used for

tumour necrosis [17], thermally ablating tumours in a minimally

invasive fashion. Ultrasound has also been used to help

break up blood clots in a therapy known as sonothrombolysis
[29,38,39]. In most of these treatments, the amplitudes are

designed to be small enough to avoid cavitation which could

cause too much collateral damage. However, we will focus

here primarily on those strategies that involve more powerful

waves that produce and use cavitation.

4.4. Focused ultrasound in lithotripsy
The use of larger amplitude HIFU to produce cavitation in

order to break solid objects in the target area, for example

to fission kidney or gall stones, is now widespread. The cavi-

tation generated at the focal point (figure 19) pulverizes the

material of the stone, ultimately reducing it to a powder

[13]. This is very similar to shockwave lithotripsy (see below)

but instead uses HIFU. The use of HIFU in lithotripsy is

relatively recent [38] and has some significant advantages.

With a significantly narrower spectrum HIFU can be focused

much more precisely. It is therefore possible to limit the

region of cavitation more narrowly on the surface of the

stone, enhancing the damage to the stone while reducing

the collateral damage.

5. Lithotripsy, focused shockwaves
Lithotripsy [38,40,41] is the therapy that focuses shockwaves

at a target site within the body in order to remotely disinte-

grate kidney and gall stones. With the patient submerged in

a water bath (so that the surroundings closely match the

acoustic impedance of the body), shockwaves are focused at

the site of the stone and multiple shocks are then adminis-

tered in order to break the stone into pieces small enough

to be ejected by the body. Cavitation may or may not play

a role in the disintegration of the stone; it can also cause sub-

stantial collateral tissue damage. For an excellent review of

lithotripsy research, the reader is referred to Bailey et al. [38].

Lithotripsy using shockwaves has a long history [42].

Figure 20 exemplifies the fracture of an artificial stone by litho-

tripsy using strong shockwaves. It seems likely that this form of

communication results from shock-induced stresses rather

from than cavitation. On the other hand, the damage shown

in figure 21 seems to be quite characteristic of cavitation.

Frequency dispersion prevents the shockwaves from being

F2

F+
1

hemiellipsoidal
reflector

lithotriptor
wave

Figure 18. Schematic of lithotriptor or HIFU therapy. (Online version in
colour.)

Figure 19. Bubble cloud (centre) on face of a target stone (right; adapted
from [11], reproduced with Q6permission).

Figure 20. Artificial stone fractured by shockwave lithotripsy (adapted from
[43], reproduced with permission).

Figure 21. Artificial renal stone exhibiting damage (courtesy of E. Hatt and
J.C. Williams, Indiana University).
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more narrowly focused and consequently the focal volume is

often significantly larger than the target stone. Figure 22

shows the formation of cavitation bubbles on an artificial

stone in a shockwave lithotripter. Another illustration,

figure 23, exemplifies how widespread the cavitation can be

in a focal volume significantly larger than the target stone

(the larger black object on the right). Consequently, the cavita-

tion generated by the shockwaves causes substantial collateral

tissue damage in conventional lithotripsy. Double pulse

shockwave lithotripsy can help reduce this focal volume [13].

Various techniques have been investigated in order to try to

refine lithotripter design. These usually have the competing

objectives of limiting the collateral damage by confining the

cavitation to a well-defined region while at the same time

generating the most damage potential. These are partially

competing objectives and the strength of the shockwaves

(or ultrasound) is usually limited by the need to minimize

collateral damage. However, knowledge of the intricacies of

bubble dynamics suggests some superior strategies. Thus, for

example, in shockwave lithotripsy multiple pulses [19] may

be better than single pulses.

As another example, we would note the strategy devised

by Matsumoto et al. [11], who found that a period of high-

frequency ultrasound followed by a few low-frequency

cycles can be very effective. The high-frequency period gener-

ates a cloud of small bubbles in the focal region by the

process of rectified diffusion [2]. The subsequent low-

frequency pulses then cause the collapse of this cloud in the

manner described by Wang & Brennen [6,7].

6. Laser-induced cavitation
Another method of generating cavitation in a selected region is

by means of a focused laser beam. Known as photodisruption,

the focused laser light creates cavitation bubbles that cut

through tissue and thus generate precise microscopic incisions

that are of great potential value in many surgical procedures.

Known as light scalpels, Nd:YAG laser pulses have, for example,

become a well-established tool in non-invasive intraocular

surgery [45–49].

The key to these tools is to produce repetitive, low energy

pulses that have a very small damage range and thus limit

undesirable collateral damage. As Vogel and his co-workers

have demonstrated [48,49], the extent of the damage is pro-

portional to the cube root of the pulse energy, and therefore,

the objective is to use the lowest energy laser pulse that still

causes cavitation. Vogel et al. [49] have shown that this can

be achieved by reducing the duration of the laser pulses and

that picosecond pulses are therefore superior to nanosecond

pulses. Some of their photographs are reproduced in

figure 24; each frame shows the extent of both the shockwave

associated with the initiation of cavitation and, inside that,

the cavitation bubble itself. The laser pulse is arriving from

the right and the shape is of the images is, in part, determined

by the shape of the focal volume (figure 25) Q2.

Focused laser light is also used in other surgical pro-

cedures, for example, laser-induced lithotripsy [50] and in

neurosurgery. In the latter, the primary issue is a concern for

the limited control of the real-time laser interactions with the

neural tissue [51]. Another example of the laser-induced cavita-

tion is the procedure known as percutaneous laser disc

decompression [52]. Laser energy is introduced into the nucleus
pulposus (the gelatinous core of a spinal disk) through a needle

in order to vaporize a small volume of the nucleus and, by

removing that volume, reducing the pressure of the disc and

thus relieve the pressure on the neural tissue.

7. Manipulation of cavitation nuclei
7.1. Target nuclei and special nuclei
The nucleation sites that initiate cavitation represent a key

feature in any cavitation phenomenon. Consequently, in

recent years, there have been significant potential advances

in therapies that involve the introduction into the target

region of nuclei that will promote and/or control cavitation.

For example in HIFU therapies, the controlled and confined

introduction of nuclei to the target region prior to the HIFU

bombardment, can lead to more tightly controlled treatments

and reduced collateral damage.

Most evident in this emerging new aspect of the use of

cavitation in medicine is the deployment of liposomes or

injected microbubbles in conjunction with focused ultra-

sound. A liposome is a very small spherical structure (up to

10 mm is size) formed from the same material as a cell mem-

brane. As illustrated in figure 26, they can be manufactured

with a variety of contents, structures and appendages in

order to carry drugs to desired sites, to preferentially attach

to desired cells or sites or to include a gaseous interior so

that they respond (explode) when bombarded with ultra-

sound. This technology (for a comprehensive review, see

Ibsen et al. [53]) has created a whole new spectrum of possible

therapies in which liposomes or special microbubbles

(figure 27) are devised to transport drugs to specific sites

where ultrasound is then used to deposit the drug at its

intended target in a procedure known as sonoporation [28].

A wide spectrum of special purpose liposomes have been

designed and an idea of the variety can be gauged from the

selection shown in figure 26. In the example shown in

Figure 22. Cavitation bubbles near surface of an artificial stone (courtesy of
D. Sokolov, M.R. Bailey, University of Washington).

Figure 23. Typical shockwave lithotripsy bubble cloud near stone (larger
black object) (adapted from [44], reproduced with permission).
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figure 27, gas-filled microbubbles have been designed with

drug and gas loaded interiors. A stabilizing coating sur-

rounds the bubble which may be targeted to specific tissue

by incorporating protein ligands on the surface. Drugs can

be incorporated by themselves or, if insoluble in water, in

an oil layer. Perhaps the most exciting of these therapies is

the possibility of the delivery of genetic material to a

chosen site [28,54,55] as illustrated in figure 28. Focused ultra-

sound is then used to cavitate the gene-loaded microbubble

and the shockwaves or microjets thus generated cause the

genetic material to be injected into the surrounding cells.

Even more remarkable are the recent efforts to manipulate

individual microbubbles using optical trapping [56] or by

embedding magnetic particles in the liposome so as to

move them electromagnetically [57]. The liposomes or

microbubbles can then be placed in an optimal location

next to the targeted cell or tissue, even to the extent of

injecting new DNA without destroying the target cell [56].

7.2. Nuclei control
Moreover, it is of value to consider ways in which the nuclei

population might be controlled so as to modify the cavitation

characteristics of a procedure or a device. The author was

recently involved with a project in which bubble nucleation

suppression was remarkably successful [58,59]. The context

is a system designed to inject a highly supersaturated aqu-

eous solution of oxygen into the bloodstream in order to

minimize tissue damage caused by oxygen deprivation in

the aftermath of a heart attack or stroke. The aqueous solution

100 mm

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 24. Shockwaves and bubbles formed at the focal point by picosecond laser pulses (a,b) and by nanosecond pulses (c,d). Beam coming from right (adapted
from [49], reproduced with permission).

ultrasound pulse

endothelial cells
healthy cells cancer cells

microbubble
based vehicles

microstreaming

cavitation

drug delivery

drug release drug release jet formation

endothelial
cavitation
damage

cavitation
facilitated

drug delivery

Figure 25. Schematic of cancer treatment with liposomes and ultrasound (adapted from [53], reproduced with permission). (Online Q6version in colour.)
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of oxygen is prepared at very high pressure (hundreds of

atmospheres) and then is injected through very small capil-

laries (hundreds of micrometres) at high speed (m s21). The

trick is to accomplish mixing with the receiving fluid without

nucleation that is without the formation of gaseous oxygen

bubbles; this was achieved as follows.

Because of the high-speed and high-pressure gradient

within the capillary, only a short length close to the exit

has a pressure below the saturation level. Consequently,

only nucleation sites within this short length have the poten-

tial to produce bubbles. Observations [58,59] showed that

there were typically only of the order of 10 such sites in the

drawn silica capillaries. Moreover, these sites could be deac-

tivated by the simple expedient of flushing ethanol through

the capillary while it was underwater. Apparently, the

ethanol preferentially wets the interior surface of the site

and removes the buried nucleation bubble. The ethanol may

also help dissolve the gas in the nuclei, because the solubility

in ethanol is about an order of magnitude larger than the solu-

bility in water. This process of ethanolization of the surface was

remarkably successful in suppressing nucleation. Moreover, it

was made compatible with medical injection by preparing the

capillary with an interior coating of benzalkonium heparin laid

down in ethanol. This remarkably successful example of

nucleation control suggests that similar strategies might be

successfully employed in other contexts.

8. Final comments
Perhaps the most challenging feature of all the emerging thera-

pies is the need to control or manage cavitation. It seems clear

that the desirability of such control is almost universal. The

dual motivations are an increase in the effectiveness of the pro-

cedure and a reduction in the collateral damage. However, the

methods devised for this control vary greatly. In phacoemulsi-

fication, spatial control is sought through the design of the

ultrasonic probe and the deployment of additional features

such as rotation. In other circumstances, temporal rather than

spatial control is attempted. Thus, in lithotripsy, multiple

pulses are used, and more sophisticated sequencing strategies

are being investigated. A different temporal control approach

is embodied in the picosecond laser pulses of Vogel and

his co-workers.

Perhaps most exciting are the possible inventions and

uses of special nuclei, liposomes and microbubbles, devised

to attack individual tissues and cells. The horizons seem lim-

itless and the explosion in the designs of liposomes will, no

doubt, lead to extraordinary new therapies. In perusing this

new literature, it strikes this author that, though new lipo-

some structures are emerging with great rapidity, the

potential for the manipulation of liposomes using the phys-

ical responses to ultrasound (for example microstreaming,

Bjerknes’ forces or rectified diffusion) has yet to be realized.

Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that, in the future, the

benefits of cavitation will far outweigh the detrimental effects.
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Figure 26. Some of the various designs of special purpose liposomes
(adaptedQ6 from [53], reproduced with permission). (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 27. Example of a liposome or microbubble constructed for drug deliv-
ery by sonoporation (adaptedQ6 from [28], reproduced with permission). (Online
version in colour.)
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Figure 28. Gene delivery using ultrasound and microbubbles (adapted from
[28], reproduced with permission). (Online version in colour.)
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